Body Paragraphs

For Comparative Summary
Reviewing AXES

Body paragraphs have 4 distinct elements:

- **ASSERTION** (topic sentence or claim sentence)
- **EVIDENCE** (supporting sentences or examples)
- **EXPLANATION** (gives reasons for the evidence and connects evidence and assertion [claim])
- **SIGNIFICANCE** (state why this assertion matters; connect back to thesis statement)
Student Example

Each author has a different point of view on who is responsible for poverty and who is to blame. Global Exchange blames non fair trade companies while Kristof blames governments and humanitarians who are so emotional about the problem but they really do not know the world realities. Global Exchange states that some chocolate corporation are responsible for producer's poverty; M&M/Mars are examples of such companies since they give producers low wages to keep their profits high. Kristof, on the other hand, believes that westerners or Americans especially Democrats will not help these children with the idea of boycotting non fair trade chocolate companies without understanding the third world realities. While Kristof directly blames such organizations as Global Exchange for their naive understanding of the economics of this area of the world, Global Exchange lays the blame directly on the American chocolate industry and its manipulation of the market for their own benefit. Such disagreements obscure solutions to this global issue. Their disagreement also suggests that responsibility for global poverty is harder to pin down on one, singular organization, which could make solving this issue a very difficult challenge.
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